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Welcome to our Library

We asked 100 women in our lives - from toddlers to eighty year olds - to share with us 
one book by a woman and to tell us why they picked it for our virtual Women's Library.

ThisThis list of childhood classics, practical manuals, bonkbusters, philosophical epics, 
searing poetry and downright enjoyable comfort reads has opened up for us the variety 
and power of books by women being read in the 21st Century. It is an absolute joy for us 
to share them with you, and we’d also like to invite you to add to the shelves of our 
virtual Women's Library by sending us your own selection via the #100women100books 
Facebook page or the contact form on the Spreadsheets & Moxie website.

InIn this pamphlet we’ve also included our own responses; Sarah’s collage poem created 
from the reasons people chose their book for our virtual Women's Library, and Viccy’s 
essay from our residency in the Compton Verney Women’s Library in January 2017. 

#100women100books#100women100books is run by Viccy Adams and Sarah Salway, two UK writers who 
share a love of loud conversation, engaging books and discovering surprises in libraries. 
Our inspiration for this list came from a joint residency in the historic Women's Library 
at Compton Verney, believed to have been created in the 1860s by Georgiana Verney, 
wife of the reclusive 17th Lord Willoughby de Broke and an enthusiastic champion of 
women’s education, reading and suffrage. The library contains a decorative double 
bookcase of fake books, representing many of the important works by the women writers 
ofof Georgiana’s time. Imaginary libraries such as this were popular in Victorian Britain, 
with many famous people, including Charles Dickens, creating their own. But Compton 
Verney’s is unusual – potentially unique – in containing only representations of books by 
women.

Our residency at the Compton Verney Women's Library in January and July 2017 has 
been part of a year of research and development into professionalism for women in the 
creative arts. This period of R&D – including #100women100books – has been 
supported by public funding from Arts Council England and with the assistance of some 
fabulous partners. We’d like to thank all the staff at Compton Verney for their warm 
welcome and assistance during our stay, and - of course - everyone who took the time to 
think about and share with us the books by women that have made a difference to them.

FindFind out more about Spreadsheets & Moxie and add your choice of book to our virtual 
library: www.spreadsheetsandmoxie.wordpress.com

Find out more about Compton Verney’s historic Women's Library and plan your visit: 
www.comptonverney.org.uk
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